Gardening

Axes / Hatchets / Mauls / Splitting Wedges

Hickory Handles

Felling Axes

Hatchets

Ex VAT Inc VAT

567g (11/4lb)

£15.02

£18.02
WEIGHT

Traditional Log
Splitting Mauls

A heavy-duty traditional log splitting
maul designed to split logs quickly and
efficiently. It has a quality drop forged
head, is fitted with a hickory handle and
has the added protection of an overstrike
collar. The maul may also be used as a
hammer for driving a wedge into oversized
or difficult logs as well as for splitting logs.

1.6kg (31/2 lb)

£31.57

£37.88

FAIAXE412

2kg (41/2 lb)

£38.90

£46.68

Hatchet

2.7kg (6lb)

£36.67

£44.00

FAILSM8

3.6kg (8lb)

£44.73

£53.68
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All steel camping hatchet
with a bright finish and
a comfortable rubber
grip. It is supplied with a
protective sheath which
is slotted so that it can
be carried on a belt.
Includes
protective
sheath

Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAILSM6

Ex VAT Inc VAT
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Hickory shaft hatchets, ideal for trimming
branches and root growth. Manufactured
from carefully hardened and tempered
quality carbon steel, the head is fully
ground with polished cutting edges which
are protected by a blade guard. Fitted with
a traditional hickory handle which is known
for its strength and ability to absorb impact.

Manufactured from carefully
hardened and tempered quality
carbon steel, the heads are fully
ground with polished cutting edges
which are protected by a blade guard.
Fitted with a traditional hickory handle
which is known for its strength and
ability to absorb impact.

WEIGHT
FAISH114

Log Splitting Wedges

Designed to be struck with a sledge hammer or log splitting
maul anvil when splitting large or irregular shaped logs.

567g (11/4lb)

Ex VAT Inc VAT
£15.12

£18.14

Kindling Stick Chopper

This handy kindling or stick chopper features a long
straight blade that is ideal for splitting small logs,
thin timber or planks to make kindling for
the fire. Ideal for use at home or
on the campsite. Comfortable
wooden handle fitted with
a 180mm forged
Blade length:
180mm (7in)
steel blade.
FAIAXEKINDL
£8.69 Ex VAT £10.43 Inc VAT

WEIGHT
FAILSW8

SIZE

Ex VAT Inc VAT

1.6kg (31/2 lb) 200 x 45 x 40mm £13.95

FAILSW10 2.3kg (5lb)

250 x 45 x 40mm £18.12

£16.74
£21.74
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